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This book is dedicated to the awâsis 
— small spirits on a human journey — 

that they will live their lives in the language, 
in ceremony and in community, 

as will their children and their children’s 
children for seven generations.
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1

Introduction

Entering the Circle

Leona Makokis, Ralph Bodor,  
Avery Calhoun and Stephanie Tyler

tawâw. Come in. You’re welcome. There’s room.

The Prophesy

A long, long time ago — before the settlers arrived — when life was 
good and the Ancestors were happy, a prophesy was shared among 

the nehiyaw (Cree, four-dimensional) people. The prophesy spoke of 
omanitewak (visitors) who would come to this land. They were to be 
welcomed because they would bring gifts and responsibilities that would 
contribute to the four realms, the four dimensions: physical, spiritual, 
mental and emotional. It is these four realms that, when each is lived to 
their fullest, create miyo pimâtisiwin (a good life). The visitors would help 
complete these four realms for Mother Earth and for the people living 
on Turtle Island.

The prophesy teaches that the Creator had a vision in creating the world, 
and when the Creator placed all the humans in their own homelands, 
each race was given both a responsibility and a gift by the Creator. The 
responsibility given to each of the groups was one of the four elements; 
earth, wind, water or fire; each would be the special learning of that 
group. The Creator’s gift to each race complemented their element. The 
Creator knew that, as the people honoured their gifts, they would receive 
an understanding of the gift’s power and wisdom. The gifts given were the 
spiritual, physical, emotional and mental abilities and understanding. It 
was the Creator’s intention that all these responsibilities and gifts would 
eventually be shared between all the races — and enable all to live miyo 
pimâtisiwin.
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2 ohpikinâwasowin Growing a Child

The Red People (Spiritual and Land)
The Creator’s vision of spirituality was given as a gift to the Red People. 
To keep the gift of spirituality, the Red People were granted the power 
to remember the laws of the Creator, to carry the teaching stories and 
to maintain the language of the heart. These stories contain the vision of 
the Creator. The Creator also gave the Red People the ability to nourish 
and nurture the spirit no matter what chaos, trouble or turmoil befell 
the people. There are, among the Red People, many who have made the 
commitment to carry this knowledge and wisdom to each generation by 
selecting the carriers of the spirit of the Red People.

The responsibility of the Red People is the land. The land is theirs 
to steward; the animals, plant life, and their relationships to the earth 
were taught to the Red People through teaching stories. These stories 
are accompanied by vital seasonal ceremonies and rituals that serve to 
maintain a balance between the earth and sky. The Red People continue 
to preserve the balance between taking and giving back, based on need 
and use, on the land known as Turtle Island. In this area of responsibility, 
the Red People have learned the sacredness of our mother the earth. The 
Red People have been granted the responsibility to maintain the Creator’s 
vision on this land. The sacredness of this responsibility and the gift of 
this vision is heralded across the land, in the four directions. This was 
known to the Elders a long time ago, and the Elders said that in order to 
keep this land alive and in balance, the Red People had to perform their 
ceremonies in their own language.

The Yellow People (Emotional and Air)
The Yellow People are the second youngest of the human beings. The 
Creator gave them the responsibility of the air we breathe. The Yellow 
People have learned to use air and breath for both health and vitality. Their 
traditions and teachings include discipline and the revitalization and flow 
of life’s energy. The gift given by the Creator to the Yellow People is the 
realm of emotions, as these are linked with the body and mind. The Yellow 
People of this tradition have navigated the teachings about the emotions 
and their relationship to the energy of well-being, vital life forces, health 
and meditations. From these traditions, we can understand and practice 
the steadfastness associated with attending to our emotional health.
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Entering the Circle 3 

The Black People (Physical and Water)
The Black People are the oldest of the human beings. The Creator’s gift to 
the Black People was that of the physical dimension and its relationship to 
the body. The Black People were given this gift in order to develop the skills 
and understanding of self-esteem, self-awareness and self-determination. 
The responsibility of the Black People is water and in learning how to use 
it for the benefits of life and to ensure that there is clean water for future 
generations.

The White People (Mental and Fire)
The White People were given the responsibility of fire to learn and to 
control. The White People are the youngest of the human beings; however, 
they have developed their responsibility of fire with great thoroughness. 
Using the basic element of fire, they have developed motors, generators 
and electrical power. Other uses of this element have resulted in micro-
waves, lasers and atomic energy. The internal combustion engine is used 
in all aspects of home, work and leisure activities. These inventions have 
made life easier to live and life expectancy has increased due to the aid 
of technology.

The White People were granted the gift of the mind by the Creator. 
They are to use this gift to develop communication skills and rational 
thinking. They are responsible for communication and understanding 
among all peoples because without effective communication we cannot 
share our gifts. However, the White People have developed their gift and 
responsibility with enthusiasm and have used rationality and fire as a 
tool to exploit Mother Earth and human beings. The mind is powerful 
but requires the balance of the heart.

The vision of the Creator was that each human race would develop 
their gift and responsibility and, when they were ready, would come to 
the land of the Red People. Here, each race would create opportunities to 
share their gifts and the knowledge of their responsibilities. When each of 
the gifts have been shared and everyone is living the integrity of the four 
gifts and the four responsibilities, the Creator’s vision would be realized. 
The people would recognize that in unity they are stronger. This is the 
prophesy as shared by Leona Makokis.
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4 ohpikinâwasowin Growing a Child

The Turtle Lodge Teachings
The Turtle Lodge Teachings help us understand the nehiyaw teachings 
of life, life’s journey, the role of ceremonies and the teachings associated 
with each stage of the Turtle Lodge. The lodge itself is a domed Sweat 
Lodge, with seven curved willow saplings supporting the roof. Each wil-
low represents a stage of the Turtle Lodge Teachings. As we enter and 
leave the lodge, we travel through each life stage. The Teachings describe 
the stages from pre-birth to passing on, the role of the Ancestors and the 
Grandmothers, and they convey the knowledge that we are all spirits on 
a human journey. An understanding of the Turtle Lodge Teachings allows 
us to link developmental stages to ceremonies, language to process, and 
teachings to meanings. This understanding helps us connect heart and 
mind.

In the teaching we are sharing, it is understood that there are seven 
stages of life’s journey contained within the Turtle Lodge Teachings. Each 
stage, and the ceremonies associated with that stage, relate to specific 
events within our lives. Consequently, the stages are not determined by 
chronological age; instead, they are connected to our lived experiences. 
The stages are developmental and event-based rather than linked to spe-
cific ages. Children develop at different rates; an older child or a child with 
special gifts could be at an earlier stage than a younger child. Other events, 
such as a young boy’s first hunting kill and providing for the community, 
are dependent on the skill level, rather than age, of the specific child.

miyawâta (Happy Stage)
A child being born into a healthy home, family and community would 
experience happiness because the entirety of their emotional, spiritual, 
mental and physical needs would be nurtured. The child is the focus of 
the parents, family and community. This stage grounds the child in a 
loving, caring and nurturing environment. In this stage, the important 
ceremonies and practices could include singing the child into the world, 
a spiritual naming ceremony, the mother using a mossbag to carry the 
baby and the father building a swing for the baby to rest in. There are 
teachings associated with each of the ceremonies that contribute to the 
health, happiness and development of the child.

The ancestral Grandmothers prepare these spirits for their human 
journey — and we understand that, at the Happy Stage, children are more 
spirit than human. Consequently, there are teachings about how the child 
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Entering the Circle 5 

is treated to support its transition from a spiritual state to a human state. 
We also understand that spirits have chosen the family and the community 
they will come to. The spirits know that they will experience love and that 
the gifts they bring will be honoured.

kayiwatisi (Fast Stage)
After the miyawâta stage, children begin to walk and run and build their 
physical selves. During this kayiwatisi stage, they discover the world 
around them. Children develop physically, become less attached to their 
caregivers and begin a more independent state. Ceremonies could include 
a Walking Out Ceremony, where children experience their first steps on 
Mother Earth and the community comes together to pledge support to 
the child and to the family. At this stage, the child is now more human 
than spirit.

ayahpatisi (Wondering Stage)
In this stage, children are often developing their understanding of the 
family and the community and are very curious. They are wanting to 
know more about the world, so they are continually inquiring and asking 
questions. Language development is critical at this time so that the child 
can understand the teachings shared by the community and the family. 
As children find things to do, the family teaches them how to live in a 
good way. This is the stage where children learn how they are related to 
people and how to respect and listen. Children participate in community 
ceremonies and learn their role in the community and in ceremony.

tâpwêwin (Truth Stage)
The Truth Stage starts when children have gone through their own 
experiences and have learned through observation and teaching. During 
tâpwêwin, girls and boys go through their respective rites of passage, 
after which they are no longer seen as children and are given adult 
responsibilities.

Boys, upon making their first kill to provide for the community, are 
honoured, and what they have provided is shared with everyone in a feast 
and a ceremony. They are providers — and their responsibility is attached 
to being a provider. Boys at this age may have experienced a Vision Quest 
— either through a Fasting Ceremony or a Sundance Ceremony. They are 
seeking knowledge about themselves and the path they are going to travel.
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6 ohpikinâwasowin Growing a Child

Girls go through a rites-of-passage ceremony when they experience 
their first moon-time. They are usually housed with female Elders for 
four days, and during that time they are taught about how to have healthy 
relationships and the importance of boundaries — both their own and 
others’. They are also taught about the importance of keeping the body in 
a balanced state, and they are taught various responsibilities such cleaning 
house, washing clothes, sewing, knitting or cooking.

At this stage, boys and girls are taught many protocols — how to treat 
other people, animals, plants and the land, and how to build healthy 
relationships.

kîseyitamowin (Decision-Making Stage)
After learning from many people, experiences and teachings, someone 
in the Decision-Making Stage will be able to recognize their individual 
gifts. In this stage we decide what we are going to do with our lives and 
how we can use the gifts we have been given to serve the community. 
We also would have been taught by the Grandmothers and the Elders 
the knowledge of what our purpose is in using our gifts. Knowing our 
gifts means we know our role. We can be responsible, accountable to the 
community, know our protocols and make up our mind in a good way 
and carry our knowledge forward. This stage also includes determining 
who our partner may be.

ayawâwasowin (Planting Stage)
In this stage, we move into relationships, may have children and learn that 
it is our responsibility to raise children in the way we have been taught 
with all the protocols, teachings, ceremonies, relationships and respon-
sibilities. We are deeply involved in numerous seasonal ceremonies and 
celebrations. Emphasis is given to stories, language and culture during 
this stage as they need to be learned well so they can continue to be passed 
from generation to generation.

kakehtawewin (Wisdom Stage)
Having lived through all the stages, we have gained experience, and our 
role now is to share this with others. kisêyiniw is an old man who is car-
ing, loving and nurturing. nôcikwesiw refers to an old woman; the word 
means that this woman has filled her home with love — children, grand-
children, great grandchildren — and that she has brought so many good 
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Entering the Circle 7 

experiences into her home that it is overflowing with love. It is so full that 
she sits beside the door of her home to make sure that it is protected. In 
this stage we are nurturing, kind and loving, and we carry on the gift of 
being able to recognize and nurture the gifts and responsibilities of the 
next generation. We honour the wisdom given to us over our journey, 
which means it is our duty to pass it along in a loving and caring way. 
It is not our knowledge to keep; the knowledge belongs to all of us. We 
become the storytellers to guide the next generation. When we pass on, we 
return to the ancestral Grandmothers and Grandfathers to help prepare 
new spirits for their human journey.

Ceremony and Smudging
It is important to understand that ceremony is integrated into everything. 
As you read through the chapters, it will become clear how ceremony 
has this encompassing influence. Without ceremony, we lose our way. 
Ceremony in this context can be understood as somewhat similar to the 
beating of your heart. We are rarely conscious of the beating of our heart, 
and we do not have to make an effort to make our heart beat. Ceremony 
is like our heart and our heartbeat — it is there all the time, often not 
consciously, working hard to keep us alive.

As the editors and authors of this book, we have been in ceremony since 
its beginning. We began the project with offerings and a Pipe Ceremony, 
and we participated in Sweat Lodges to ask the Ancestors to guide our 
work and the final results. We had a Smudging Ceremony, which is per-
haps the most common ceremony, at the beginning of each meeting. We 
invite readers to Smudge before exploring this text. A brief explanation 
of the ceremony follows.

Smudging is a cleansing ceremony that grounds us. It is used to begin 
ceremonies or other gatherings and it is used by individuals as part of their 
spiritual practice. The smudge can be sage, sweetgrass, fungus, cedar or 
other medicines. It is lit with a match and held in a shell, bowl or smudge 
pan. When the smudge is lit, the resulting smoke is regarded as a purifying 
agent for the mind, body, spirit and emotions, and each person is invited to 
use the smoke to cleanse themselves. It is recommended that all metal be 
removed from the body before beginning to Smudge as metal can hold on 
to negative energy. This includes eye glasses, earrings, necklaces, watches 
and rings that can be replaced when the Smudge concludes.
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8 ohpikinâwasowin Growing a Child

If you are with others, all of you should stand or sit in a circle. It is also 
okay to do the Smudge individually. Each time a different area of the body 
is being smudged, cup your hands over the smoke and wave the smoke 
toward that area of the body. Smudging generally follows an order.

Smudge the hands and ask the Creator that our hands do good 
work.

Smudge the head and ask the Creator for a strong and clear mind.
Smudge the ears and ask the Creator for good listening.
Smudge the mouth and ask the Creator that only good and kind 

words be spoken.
Smudge the body and ask the Creator for good health.
Smudge the heart and ask the Creator for kindness, love and accept-

ance of others.

After everyone has smudged, an Elder or Knowledge Keeper says or sings 
a prayer or blessing and asks the group to say a prayer together. If your 
group does not have this kind of leader, a group member can volunteer to 
sing or say the prayer or blessing. If you are alone, say a prayer yourself. 
When Smudging opens an event, it provides an opportunity for mindful 
preparation of a safe space and allows everyone to enter and leave the 
discussion in a positive way.

About the Book
This book has its foundation in the editors’ and authors’ belief that child 
welfare with Indigenous Peoples must be iyiniw (First Peoples, people 
of the land) child welfare. iyiniw child welfare must evolve from the 
iyiniw universe. Centering the iyiniw universe leads to supporting and 
re-invigorating knowledges, practices and ceremonies related to children 
and families that have existed for millennia. We, the editors and authors, 
include people of nehiyaw, Métis and Western heritage who share a com-
mitment to honouring iyiniw knowledge.

Throughout the creation of this book, throughout each of the projects 
and in all the wisdom-seeking presented in this book, there has been a con-
stant presence, teacher and guide. Dr. Leona Makokis, a nehiyaw iskwew, 
is that person. Her wisdom, humour, willingness to share, her fluency in 
the nehiyaw language, her stories and her teachings have directly guided 
all of us. We are extremely blessed to share her journey. We often call her 
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our Elder, but she is very clear that is a “settler” term. Leona prefers to be 
our nôcikwesiw, which describes an older woman who has filled her home 
with so many people — children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren 
— and good experiences that the home overflows with love. It is so full 
that nôcikwesiw sits beside the door of her home to make sure that it is 
protected. Leona has sat by the door of this book, protecting our process 
and guiding our directions.

We have, as much as possible, returned to nehiyawewin (the Cree lan-
guage) throughout the book. We have found that the teaching/learning 
and knowing/doing are based in the language, and do not translate easily 
into English. The glossary provided at the end of the book will, we hope, 
help with the flow back and forth between English and nehiyaw words.

The chapters are based on projects, wisdom-seeking journeys and 
service provision changes that occurred on nehiyaw land, in Treaty 6 and 
Treaty 8 territory. Many of the teachings in this book are clearly nehiyaw 
teachings, with some from the Blackfoot people of Treaty 7. While some 
teachings and stories may be transferable among iyiniw peoples, we 
strongly encourage readers who wish to learn more to gather some tobacco 
and meet with an Elder in your area. It will change your life.

About the Wisdom-Seeking Projects
The chapters that are based on specific wisdom-seeking projects are 
Chapters 1, 4 and 8. These projects were initiated and concluded in cer-
emony. The projects were done in relationship with the Research Ethics 
Committee of the University of Blue Quills as well as with approval from 
the Conjoint Faculties Ethics Review Board of the University of Calgary.

Working with the University of Blue Quills requires a commitment to 
wisdom-seeking ethics that are different from typical Western research 
ethics. Here are some of the key aspects of this perspective as articulated 
by the University of Blue Quills Research Ethics Policy (2009).

• Gaining knowledge is a sacred process and must be guided by 
laws and ethics made by the Creator and expressed through the 
seven teachings of love, respect, courage, honesty, humility, wis-
dom and truth.

• “Research” is understood as an inherently spiritual process of 
seeking knowledge through relationships.

• Within this process, the researcher is understood to be a learner.
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10 ohpikinâwasowin Growing a Child

• Relationships formed for the purpose of research must be di-
rected by protocols that honour the people providing the gift of 
their knowledge.

• Receiving knowledge through research involves accepting 
responsibilities to use the knowledge respectfully and appro-
priately, and that using the knowledge must directly benefit the 
community.

These are the ethics that wisdom-seeking teams followed and held 
themselves accountable to. At the same time, the projects were done within 
the Western context, and several of the tools used during the wisdom-
seeking process are similar to those used in Western research methods. 
The application of these tools within the context of ceremony transforms 
the experience at least for the wisdom-seekers and, hopefully, for their 
teachers (the participants in wisdom-seeking projects) as well.

It is our hope that the book will be helpful to readers currently work-
ing in or learning to work in programs or agencies that offer services to 
Indigenous Peoples and families. Each chapter can be read separately, 
although we encourage you to read from the beginning to end. Like the 
Turtle Lodge Teachings, there is a progression in the learning that starts 
with truth from the spirit world and culminates in sharing wisdom with 
others.

In Chapter 1, “iyiniw tâpwêwin êkwa kiskeyihtamowin,” we explore truth 
from an iyiniw perspective. The learnings are presented in the text and 
through videos of the Elders and can be accessed with QR codes embedded 
in the text. Learnings described in this chapter include creation stories, 
ceremony, language, relational accountability and butterflies.

Chapter 2, “Family Teachings on Turtle Island,” explores colonial 
and Indigenous views of health, balance and wâhkotowin. Based on her 
participation in a team project to provide resources for foster parents of 
Indigenous children, the author tells the story of her own growth toward 
living as an Indigenous-allied helper. The chapter explores ways to pro-
vide culturally-based supports for Indigenous children, helping them 
grow and thrive.

In Chapter 3, “Indigenous Program Indicators,” the authors examine 
wellness and how it is assessed through Western and Indigenous perspec-
tives. The authors describe a “middle way” that social service providers can 
consider as they work to Indigenize programs. The Program Indicators 
centre Indigenous knowledge and are adaptable to specific agency needs 
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related to staff development and program evaluation. Descriptions of the 
use of the indicators in four contexts provides concrete examples of their 
utility in a variety of agency circumstances.

The authors use a storytelling approach in Chapter 4 to describe 
“Practice as Ceremony.” The project underlying Practice as Ceremony 
persuaded us that work with iyiniw families must be based in ceremony, 
be part of ceremony and express ceremony. The chapter describes how the 
authors came to this understanding through a wisdom-seeking project 
that explored the meanings of effectiveness in Indigenous child welfare.

Support for service providers who are on a journey to be wîcihtâsowak 
(people who come to help), is provided in Chapter 5. “Foundations of 
wîcihtâsowin” discusses the helper’s role from within the iyiniw worldview. 
The Seven Sacred Teachings are explored through stories from people 
living miyo pimâtisiwin (the good life) in an urban context.

In Chapter 6, “miyo ohpikinâwasowin: Igniting Spiritual Fires,” the 
authors describe the journey their child welfare regional office took as they 
implemented Indigenous worldview and practice frameworks. The chapter 
is structured through dialogue between the authors and a kiskinohtahiwew 
(cultural guide), bringing stories of their challenges and successes to life.

Western adoption practices that contravene sacred nehiyaw teach-
ings about family and community are explored in Chapter 7, “pe kîwe 
Come Home: Indigenous Adoptee Re-Connection with Self, Family and 
Community.” The deep dislocation of adoption and the profound mean-
ing of family and community re-connection are portrayed through one 
father-daughter-community’s experiences. The authors make recom-
mendations for legislative and policy change that could facilitate such 
important re-connections.

Chapter 8, “Bringing Ceremony Home: An Inaugural kiskinoham-
âkewin,” tells the story of the first cultural camp held in Edmonton. 
Hundreds of people — child welfare service providers and community 
members — learned about ceremony and traditional teachings over four 
days. During the camp, eleven tipis were raised and a sweat lodge was 
built on the ground of Bent Arrow Traditional Healing Society. Learnings 
from this experience are told from the perspectives of the people who 
participated in the kiskinohamâkewin.

Finally, we leave readers with a story that we hope will stay with you 
as you continue on your own road to wîcihtâsow and to living miyo 
pimâtisiwin.
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Our Book Cover
In the Seven Sacred Teachings, the last teaching is from the Turtle and 
represents truth (tâpwêwin). The Turtle carries all of the other teachings 
on its back. In nehiyaw, the turtle is called miskanâhk and our path, our 
journey in truth, is called meskanaw. Hence, when we walk the right 
path, we are walking a path of truth. We commissioned a Cree artist, 
Chris Aquart, from Cold Lake First Nation, to provide us with a Turtle 
painting, and we have chosen to use it as our cover illustration. . You will 
notice the turtle has eight sections on the outer edge of its shell. These 
are stages of the Turtle Lodge Teachings. The eighth section, at the top, is 
the Ancestors and legendary Grandmothers from the spirit world where 
every human is prepared for life as a spirit on a human journey.

We welcome you, the reader and our visitor, as an omanitewak to this 
book. We welcome your gifts and responsibilities into the Circle. tawâw!
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